Comprehensive Solutions
For Every Room In the School.


From the stops to the aerator, Chicago Faucets delivers comprehensive solutions, unmatched durability, and the highest performance available. With the broadest selection of plumbing fittings in our industry, we’re the one company you can count on for every room in the school.
Why Chicago Faucets Is The Right Choice for Your School Project.

Our primary business is and always will be commercial faucets. This focus, combined with our commitment to quality, has made us experts on commercial applications and the number one choice of professionals for over a century. With Chicago Faucets, you can count on the highest quality, innovative features, and unparalleled support.

Look for the symbols below on our products and at chicagofaucets.com. They ensure you’re getting the right faucets and fittings for your school.

**ECAST®** Lead-Free brass construction
**Durable and safe:** one quarter of one percent (0.25%) or less total lead content by weighted average.

**TempShield®** Scald Protection built-in
**Meet code, reduce installation time** with products featuring integrated ASSE 1070 compliant scald protection.

**Quick Ship** program
**We’re ready when you are** with 3-day shipment on many products plus 24-hour and same day shipment availability.

**American-Made** products
**Over 98% of our products** are manufactured and assembled in the United States.

Built to withstand use and abuse.
Heavy-duty cast brass design with vandal-proof features and backed by the industry’s strongest warranties.

Interchangeable design.
Interchangeable components allow you to mix and match to create a faucet to meet your exact needs.
E-Tronic® 80 touchless

The E-Tronic® 80 is a new, contemporary design option for restroom applications. With above-deck electronics, including models with integrated scald protection*, the E-Tronic 80 eliminates clutter below the deck to enhance the overall design of the room.

Options Designed To Make Your School **Safer** and Your Life **Easier**.

**Saves water**
Adjustable run time with vandal resistant outlet options from .35 to 1.5 GPM.

**Easy to adjust**
Optional Commander™ handheld unit delivers a new level of control from the palm of your hand.

**Easy to install**
All electronics are above deck for fast installation and easy maintenance.

**Added safety**
Available with integral ASSE 1070 compliant thermostatic protection* to help prevent scalding.

**Versatile design**
Single- or dual-supply models available. All dual-supply models include an option to add user-adjustable temperature control.

---

*Patent pending

**TempShield®**
Integrated ASSE 1070 thermostatic protection.

**LTPS®**
Lithium ion cell – maintenance-free power for 15 years or more.

**EBPS®**
Battery backup on AC models keeps water flowing during power outages.
HyTronic® touchless

- **Easy** installation and maintenance with all components located above deck.
- **Quick** response with dual-beam design, automatically adjusts to environmental changes.
- **Heavy-duty** cast brass construction with a refined polished chrome finish.

EQ Series touchless

- **Smart** outlet integrates electronics module, sensing eye, and aerator for a clean look.
- **Compact** control box houses power, solenoid, mixing valve, and supply.
- **Durable** one-piece solid brass spout and waterproof electronics.

E-Tronic® 40 touchless

- **Reliable** and proven electronics are housed and hermetically sealed above deck.
- **Sturdy** all-metal body for performance that’s built to last.
- **Affordable** solution for dependable, commercial-grade touchless operation.

802 and 3600 Series one-touch

- **One-touch** operation with our MVP™ cartridge – closes automatically.
- **Water-saving** design with adjustable cycle time and low-flow outlet options.
- **Classic** styling that complements almost any lavatory application.
Gym & Locker Room

ELR Series touchless and ligature resistant
The ELR combines touch-free operation and the durability of a heavy-duty, one-piece cast brass body with the added safety of ligature resistance.

Durable construction
Heavy-duty, one-piece cast brass body with recessed vandal resistant outlet to withstand abuse and tampering.

Ligature resistant
Rounded and sloped design to minimize ligature points.

Secure, compact control box
Conceals and secures power, solenoid, mixing valve, and supply.

Added safety
Available with integral TempShield ASSE 1070 compliant thermostatic mixing valve to help prevent scalding.

Commander™ Programming Unit Puts You In Control.
Infrared and touch screen technology make it easy to program, maintain, and monitor our touchless faucets.

- **Change** settings, check battery, perform diagnostics.
- **Scan** for faucets requiring attention quickly and easily.
- **Compatible** with HyTronic, E-Tronic, and ELR.
404 Series one-touch

- **Strong** one-piece cast brass spout and shank with one-piece cast brass underbody.
- **Fast** and easy installation with fewer parts.
- **Water-saving** design with adjustable run-time, shuts off automatically.

Tamper and Ligature Resistant shower system

- **Heavy-duty** solid brass construction and vandal resistant design to withstand abuse.
- **Enhanced safety** with valves that monitor fluctuations in temperature and/or pressure.
- **Ligature resistant** design with rounded, sloped edges.

748 Series bubblers

- **Durable** solid brass construction with our time-tested MVP™ cartridge.
- **Flexible** head helps protect against injury by flexing on impact.
- **Antimicrobial** properties inhibit disease-causing organisms.

732 Series urinal valves

- **Adjustable** flow time with automatic shut-off to conserve water.
- **Simple** and easy maintenance, uses same handle and cartridge as our metering faucets.
- **Robust** design with solid brass construction and vandal resistant features.
923 Series combination pre-rinse/faucet

The 923 Series combines a high performance pre-rinse spray valve with a solid, durable faucet for a workhorse kitchen assistant.

Safe and reliable

Features quarter-turn ceramic cartridges with integrated check valves to prevent cross-flow.

Water conserving

Triple Force™ pre-rinse spray valve provides powerful spray with a low 0.91/0.99 GPM @ 60 PSI.

Flexible

Easy installation with supply arms that can adjust from 3” to 8-3/8” centers.

Durable construction

Heavy-duty brass body with metal, vandal-proof lever handles.

An Integrated Solution Designed to Prevent Cross-Flow

XKC cartridges, included in most of our pre-rinse faucets, prevent cross-flow by incorporating a check valve directly inside the cartridge.

- Integrated valve prevents back-flow if water in the line reverses direction.
- Easy maintenance with quick, single part replacement.
- Commercial-grade ceramic cartridge design with solid brass sleeve for durability and long life.
W Series workboard faucets

- **Fast** and easy installation on stainless steel sinks and basins 1/4” thick or less.
- **Sturdy** all-metal faucet construction with a chrome plated finish.
- **Interchangeable** spouts, outlets, cartridges, and handles for quick and easy updates.

312 and 712 Series glass fillers

- **Durable** solid brass body and heavy-duty metal lever with rubberized coating.
- **Reliable** all-brass piston valve with easy access for simple maintenance.
- **Flexible** for deck-mount or wall-mount installation.

332 and 515 Series pot and kettle fillers

- **Convenient** double-jointed spout design for large area coverage.
- **Heat-resistant** black nylon handle for added safety over cooking area.
- **Stable** and durable performance with solid brass construction.

1366 and 1367 Series twist and rotary drains

- **Built to last** with solid brass body and stopper or rotor mechanism.
- **Versatile** with a choice of twist or rotary designs for 3-1/2” sink openings.
Faculty Lounge/Medical Office

434 Series high arc faucet with pull-down spray

The 434 delivers commercial durability with easy drop-in installation. It’s a great new option for teacher’s lounges, break rooms, and kitchens – with sleek, contemporary styling.

Contemporary design
Polished chrome finish and clean lines for a fresh, contemporary look.

Dependable and convenient
Simple push-button activation and snap-in docking make it easy to use and secure.

Durable construction
All metal construction, including heavy-duty, chrome plated brass spout and body.

Reliable operation
Time-tested, heavy-duty ceramic cartridge.

Style and convenience can elevate the overall environment of faculty areas in the school. In the medical office, touchless hand washing adds an additional layer of safety and improved hygiene.
Alpina Series touchless faucets

- Attractive design with two spout options featuring a slim, timeless, and elegant form.
- Rapid maintenance – innovative below-deck control box is easy to service and maintain.
- Cost-effective durable and reliable electronics for long-term, economical operation.

405 Series faucets

- Style meets commercial quality – sleek, solid brass spout with integrated shank for durability.
- Precise alignment and extra strength with solid, one-piece cast brass body.
- Adjustable centers available for handle placement within 6” to 26” from spout center

HyTronic Series gooseneck touchless faucets

- Easy installation and maintenance with all components located above deck.
- Quick response with dual-beam design, automatically adjusts to environmental changes.
- Heavy-duty cast brass construction with a refined polished chrome finish.

625 and 626 Series remote spout and foot pedal

- Hands-free operation with hot and cold foot pedal control.
- Flexible with multiple spout options and single pedal operation available.
Facility maintenance sinks require durable faucets with safety features that protect the water supply. Our products include safeguards that help prevent siphoning and cross-flow contamination of the drinking water system.

445 Series with spill resistant vacuum breaker spout

Designed for use on continuous pressure lines, the 445-PVBCP is recommended for systems connections or shut-offs downstream.

Safe and reliable
Vacuum breaker features a spring-loaded poppet that helps prevent contaminated water from entering the water supply.

Flexible
Easy installation with supply arms that can adjust from 3” to 8-3/8” centers.

Durable construction
Heavy-duty brass construction with extra support from both spout and riser braces.

Easy maintenance
Supply arms feature integral stops and time-tested Quaturn cartridges that are easy to renew or replace.

A Reliable and Serviceable Way to Stop Cross Flow.

The 1017-CSTABCP features an integral spring check valve to help eliminate cross-flow. Cross-flow can allow dangerous bacteria to migrate from the hot supply into the cold supply and back into the plumbing system.

- **Added Safety** with a check valve before the mixing valve and its potential cross-flow problems.
- **Reliable** performance – heavy-duty brass spring check cartridge with high temperature washer.
- **Easy** to service affordably and quickly.
897 Series with atmospheric vacuum breaker spout

- **Dependable** ceramic cartridge with color-coded seats that indicate hot or cold operation.
- **Durable** heavy duty, one-piece spout with forged pail hook.
- **Easy** maintenance with integral service stops.

305 Series with short atmospheric vacuum breaker spout

- **Versatile** with options that include supply arms with integral service stops.
- **Reliable** and smooth ceramic cartridge operation.
- **Flexible** installation with supply arms that can adjust from 3” to 8-3/8” centers.

952 Series with atmospheric vacuum breaker spout

- **Excellent** protection against backflow for non-pressurized systems.
- **Improved** water volume adjustments from slow compression cartridge.
- **Heavy-Duty** one-piece brass body to withstand years of use and abuse.

537 Series hose reels

- **Durable** 2.5 GPM spray with brass stem valve, brass handle, and stainless steel activation spring.
- **Complete** systems with fitting, vacuum breaker, and exposed stops available.
8450 Series combination emergency eyewash and gooseneck faucet

This space-saving design combines an independently operated eyewash with a durable, solid brass gooseneck spout. The eyewash features a large, intuitive push handle for activation and a completely separate supply line for tempered water.

Dual spray heads
- Dust caps flip off automatically when activated to release soft and wide streams for both eyes.

Large push-handle
- Intuitive stay-open push operation, easy-to-locate during any eye emergency.

Durable construction
- Cast brass construction and time-tested, heavy-duty ceramic cartridge operation.

Separate water supplies
- Independent supply line for eyewash allows connection to an ASSE 1071 thermostatic mixing valve to meet code and provide user safety.
Configurable lab faucets and fittings for your school

We've made it easy for you to build lab products that meet your specific needs. See our comprehensive product catalog or visit our online Lab Products Selector for more information.

**350 Series** classroom faucet

- **Accessible** design with gooseneck spout and single lever handle.
- **Sturdy** brass construction with vandal proof handle design.
- **Flexible** installation with ability to install spout in a fixed position or freely rotating.

**1332 Series** dual-service combination lab fitting

- **Versatile** with dual water/gas service and built-in check valve to prevent backflow.
- **Durable** heavy duty, one-piece brass spout.
- **Ideal** solution when space is limited for lab work stations.

**Configurator** lab faucets and fittings for your school

Build the exact products you need online, anytime.

**Catalog** comprehensive overview of product offering and guidance on building your own models.
The Smart Choice
For Education Product Solutions.

We can help take the hassle out of selecting the right products for your school project. With a variety of fittings for every need, we enable engineers, designers, and contractors to improve water delivery throughout the entire facility.

To learn more about the options available, visit our website or contact us directly to discuss your requirements today.

Call: 847/803-5000
Write: customerservice.us@chicagofaucets.com

Visit: chicagofaucets.com/support/where-to-buy to find your Sales Representative or a Chicago Faucets plumbing distributor near you.

Chicago Faucets, a member of the Geberit Group, is the leading brand of commercial faucets and fittings in the United States, offering a complete range of products for schools, laboratories, hospitals, office buildings, food service, airports, and sports facilities. Whatever your requirements may be, Chicago Faucets offers standard and made-to-order products that are designed to meet any commercial application.

© 2020 The Chicago Faucet Company. Product specifications subject to change without notice.